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1. Introduction

Organic–inorganic hybrid perovskite solar cells have become a
promising candidate for next-generation photovoltaic technology

combining low fabrication costs and high
power conversion efficiency (PCE) of more
than 25%.[1] Now, PCEs, however, appear
to have reached a saturation after an
impressive initial development since the
first use of methylammonium lead iodide
(MAPbI3) as a photoactive absorber in
2009.[2] Further increase in photovoltaic
performance now requires a better under-
standing of the elementary physical pro-
cesses governing the energy conversion,
such as charge carrier generation, trans-
port, and recombination dynamics. In case
of the most common perovskite composi-
tions such as MAPbI3, characterized by a
bandgap in the range of 1.6 eV, the maxi-
mum value of the short-circuit current
( jSC) corresponds to �25–26mA cm�2.[3]

Several studies have already demonstrated
currents close to 24mA cm�2 in case of
MAPbI3

[4] and even higher values[5] for lower
bandgap perovskites comprising different
organic molecules and halides, indicating
that there is not much room for further

jSC improvements. Thus, to approach the PCE limit for a 1.6 eV
bandgap material of 30.5%[3] according to Shockley–Queisser,[6]

the other two photovoltaic parameters have to be addressed,
namely, the fill factor (FF) and the open-circuit voltage.

The FF is to different extents limited by parasitic resistive losses
such as shunt and series resistance (Rshunt and Rseries) depending
on the intensity that the solar cell is illuminated with. While leak-
age currents (due to a low Rshunt) are usually only limiting at very
low illumination intensities,[7] losses due to Rseries are almost
always limiting at solar illumination intensities.[8] Minimizing
Ohmic losses can be pursued by using transport materials with
higher conductivity by, e.g., optimizing the established layer thick-
ness and/or the doping level. The FF, however, also depends on
the value of the nid, which, in turn, is governed by the charge car-
rier recombination processes in the diode. In 1981, Green clarified
that the FF of a solar cell can be simply described with knowledge
of nid and VOC (and slightly more complex when both parasitic
Rshunt and Rseries are accounted for).[9] Higher FFs are obtained
by pursuing an increased VOC and a reduced nid. It is, however,
important to bear in mind[10] that a reduced ideality factor alone is
not a sufficient aim to strive after, but only when it is accompanied
with a reduced dark saturation current ( j0). Some recombination
routes, such as surface recombination, can, e.g., progress faster
but still operate through a low ideality factor. Accordingly, this will
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The photovoltaic perovskite research community has now developed a large set
of tools and techniques to improve the power conversion efficiency (PCE). One
such arcane trick is to allow the finished devices to dwell in time, and the PCE
often improves. Herein, a mild postannealing procedure is implemented on
coevaporated perovskite solar cells confirming a substantial PCE improvement,
mainly attributed to an increased open-circuit voltage (VOC). From a VOC of
around 1.11 V directly after preparation, the voltage improves to more than 1.18 V
by temporal and thermal annealing. To clarify the origin of this annealing effect,
an in-depth device experimental and simulation characterization is conducted. A
simultaneous reduction of the dark saturation current, the ideality factor (nid),
and the leakage current is revealed, signifying a substantial impact of the
postannealing procedure on recombination losses. To investigate the carrier
dynamics in more detail, a set of transient optoelectrical methods is first eval-
uated, ascertaining that the bulk carrier lifetime is increased with device
annealing. Second, a drift-diffusion simulation is used, confirming that the
beneficial effect of the annealing has its origin in effective bulk trap passivation
that accordingly leads to a reduction of Shockley–Read–Hall recombination rates.
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be a low voltage cell, whose bad performance essentially has its
origin in its large dark saturation current. If both j0 and nid can
simultaneously be reduced, the VOC, FF, and thus PCE per defi-
nition increase. In the pursued radiative limit of MAPbI3, which
corresponds to aVOC of 1.33 V

[11,12] the FF can exceed 90% at 1 sun
illumination.[3,13] Considering the current state of the art perov-
skite photovoltaic devices, a further reduction of recombination
losses is thus required for FF and VOC and thus PCE improve-
ments. For many perovskite devices, overall caution regarding
accurate and true FF assignments is, however, always needed.
With large numbers of mobile ions present in combination with
fast surface recombination rates, the measured FF becomes
heavily skewed by both the measurement speed and direction.
The same goes with the employment of too small photomasks dur-
ing characterization.[8]

The rate at which charge carriers recombine is usually described
by the currently identified and understood different types of bulk
loss mechanisms, that is, band-to-band radiative, Shockley–Read–
Hall (SRH) and Auger recombination. In addition to bulk recom-
bination losses, a prominent source of recombination can also
often be found at the interface toward the surface or the electrodes
present in devices. While it is always beneficial to minimize the
defect-related nonradiative SRH and surface recombination losses,
the higher order recombination mechanisms, band-to-band radia-
tive and Auger recombination, are intrinsic material-dependent
properties that cannot be avoided. To address losses due to sus-
pected bulk recombination, the composition of the perovskite
absorber has already been widely modified. Incorporation of
cesium and rubidium into the crystal lattice pushed VOC to
1.24 V for a 1.63 eV bandgap quadruple cation perovskite leading
to a remarkable radiative efficiency of 3.8% due to a proposed
reduction of trap states.[14–16] Along these initial reports, potassium
iodide was also implemented as a bulk improving additive,[17] and
similar additives are continuously being evaluated. The employ-
ment of these different components thus all aims to modify the
bulk of the perovskite. However, a second route to reduce parasitic
losses is to minimize surface recombination by passivating the
interfaces between the perovskite and the adjacent charge transport
layers. Long PL lifetimes over 8 μs under solar relevant carrier den-
sities have, for example, been demonstrated on polycrystalline
MAPbI3 layers, if the surfaces were treated with passivating addi-
tives after preparation.[18] Successful surface passivation also
recently assisted to approach the radiative limit with an internal
quasi-Fermi level splitting of 1.28 eV.[19] Replacing PEDOT:PSS
with p-TPD was also shown to reduce interface losses and increase
the device voltage substantially.[7] Furthermore, a high open-circuit
voltage of 1.21 V was realized by stacking a guanidinium bromide
interface layer on top of a mixed-cation perovskite (featuring a
bandgap of 1.62 eV).[20] The highest reported VOC for MAPbI3
so far is 1.26 V as recently reported by Liu et al.[21] This still excep-
tional photovoltage was achieved by a light-induced activation pro-
cess; however, whose origin was not fully clarified. So far, these
results demonstrate that new perovskite compositions, improved
depositionmethods, and interface engineering[22] are all indispens-
able means to push the PV efficiency closer to the sought-after radi-
ative limit. The different remaining nonradiative recombination
losses thus still stand as the main present and limiting factors
in state-of-the-art perovskite solar cells, and whether bulk or surface
recombination truly dominates is currently contested.[23]

Most of the aforementioned studies were based on solution-
processed devices where the solute is annealed to around
100 �C to ensure material film crystallization. What is also fre-
quently observed, yet not always reported with scrutiny, is the fact
that an additional dwelling time of solution-manufactured devices
appears to further improve the efficiency considerably. The origin
of such storage-induced improvement is not fully examined,
though the term “spontaneous healing” is sometimes perceived.
Sodium ingress from the glass was initially suggested[24] to passiv-
ate defects by Bi et al., leading to an improvement mostly in jSC.
Crystal coalescence was also shown[25] to occur in time and was
associated with an improved PCE, again mostly through a jSC
increase.[26] Similar observations exist, demonstrating instead that
the VOC of perovskite solar cells can increase during aging in the
dark as well as by heating.[27,28] These improvements could be
caused by the passivation of (bulk and surface) defects from small
amounts of excess PbI2 that appears as the perovskite starts to
decompose.[29] Moghadamzadeh et al. performed thermally stim-
ulated current (TSC) measurements, confirming a trap density
reduction after 12 days of waiting, and they accordingly excluded
surface passivation.[30] Cho et al. very recently[31] observed mainly
VOC improvements (in line with Moghadamzadeh) upon 2 days of
storage, but proposed that this originated from both increased
transport layer conductance, reduced surface recombination as well
a simultaneous bulk trap passivation. Whether primarily surface or
bulk improvements are mostly responsible for the increased per-
formance upon waiting and heating is thus not yet fully clear. In
our current work, we aim to describe how such a temporal and
thermal annealing procedure is able to reduce recombination
losses also in coevaporated planar n–i–p and p–i–n perovskite solar
cells. We use methylammonium lead iodide (MAPbI3) which is
prepared by cosubliming PbI2 andMAI in a high vacuum chamber
integrated into a nitrogen-filled glove box. Unlike the first work in
whichMAI and PbCl2

[32] were used, we have consistently used both
iodide precursors for this and previous studies.[33,34] The substrate
temperature during vacuum deposition remains below 40 �C and
as such is not expected to have a large influence on the annealing.

In our measured dark current–voltage characteristics, we
observe a considerable reduction of both the saturation current
density, the ideality factor as well as the leakage current, showing
that recombination losses under both weak and strong (sunlight)
illumination intensities are substantially minimized. Transient
optoelectrical analysis is then performed to study the altered
recombination dynamics in more detail, demonstrating that bulk
recombination lifetimes are indeed increased by the postfabrica-
tion annealing process. Finally, the solar cells are evaluated by
means of drift-diffusion simulations, which allow us to scruti-
nize what type of recombination is primarily being reduced upon
annealing. To demonstrate that the induced increase in VOC is
not a temporary effect, stability measurements over more than
half a year are also performed.

2. Results

Our study is conducted on coevaporated planar MAPbI3-based
n–i–p and p–i–n solar cells. Thick active layers (820 nm) are
selected because the efficiency is increased and the analysis of
the transient measurements is simplified compared with thinner
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devices due to the smaller capacitance, as shown in a previous
study.[35] The solar cells were fully evaporated with the fullerene
C60 (partially doped with N1,N4-bis(tri-p-tolylphosphoranylidene)-
benzene-1,4-diamine) as the electron transport layer (ETL) and the
arylamine derivative N4,N4,N4 00,N4 00-tetra([1,1 0-biphenyl]-4-yl)-
[1,1 0:4 0,1 00-terphenyl]-4,4 00-diamine (TaTm, partially doped with
2,2 0-(perfluoronaphthalene-2,6-diylidene) dimalononitrile) as the
hole transport layer.[34] A schematic representation of the two stud-
ied device structures and details on their preparation is provided in
the Supporting Information. For detailed information on the sub-
limation growth process, we refer the reader to the following ref-
erence.[36] After initial characterization, the devices were stored in
a N2-filled glove box, and when characterized as outlined later,
always kept in inert atmospheres. Oxygen and humidity can thus
with certainty be excluded from having an influence in this study.
Current–voltage (J–V ) characteristics under AM1.5G solar irradi-
ation of the n–i–p and p–i–n devices directly after preparation are
shown in Figure 1a). Both types of solar cells initially
demonstrate quite similar open-circuit voltages slightly exceeding
1100mV. Differences in FF (72% for n–i–p and 70% for p–i–n)
and jSC (22.7mA cm�2 for the n–i–p and 20.2mA cm�2 for the
p–i–n) lead to different PCEs ranging from �18% for the n–i–p
device to �16% for the p–i–n configuration. The larger current of
the n–i–p cell originates from less parasitic light absorption in the
transport layers. While the illuminated n–i–p device showed
minor but still detectable hysteresis, the p–i–n cell did not display
any discernable differences between the initial forward and back-
ward scan. The dark J–V of the p–i–n cell also showed no initial
hysteresis, which then regrettably grewmore pronounced in time.
As the dark J–V of the n–i–p device showed no hysteresis at all
during the entire time frame of our study, our main recombina-
tion results will be based on the interpretation of this device.
Figure 1b shows the evolution of VOC for both solar cells during
the time after preparation and the conduction of a simple mild
postannealing procedure after a few days. The mild thermal

annealing of the completed devices was performed inside a closed
helium cryostat, where the temperature was slowly increased from
300 up to just 320 K, at which the solar cells were then kept for
several hours, followed by cooling down to room temperature
again. The temperature was not increased to further higher values
as it is known that heating of MAPbI3 devices over 363 K leads to
irreversible degradation.[27,37] Already prior to the annealing, a
steep rise in VOC can be observed where the initial voltage
of around 1110mV increases to approximately 1140–1150mV.
Thermal annealing then improves the VOC even further to more
than 1180mV, a value that was subsequently confirmed to be sta-
ble for more than half a year. The red arrows in Figure 1b indicate
the day the postannealing was conducted. To disentangle the pro-
cesses of time and heating, the VOC development of an identical
additional n–i–p device without the thermal annealing treatment
was evaluated simultaneously. For this device, the voltage stabil-
izes at around �1150mV after 100 days. We therefore conclude
that the processes increasing the voltage from �1110 to
�1150mV are mostly time-induced as indicated by the gray area,
while a further small improvement from �1150 to �1180mV is
actuated by the mild thermal annealing procedure (red area).

To gain more insight into the origin of the VOC improvement,
we start by assessing the recombination behavior of the two devi-
ces via their dark J–V curves. Figure 2 shows the dark current–
voltage scans of the two devices, performed within the period
between 0 and 111 days. The mild heating step is indicated
with a red arrow that separates the measurement before and
after the heating. For clarity, only measurements from the for-
ward scan direction between �0.2 and 1.5 V are shown here.
The full set of forward and backward scans is provided in
Figure S3, Supporting Information. The red-dashed lines are
fitted curves corresponding to the generalized Shockley equation
(Equation (1)), accounting not only for the underlying recombina-
tion mechanisms responsible for the observed VOC changes, but
also for resistive effects

(a) (b)

Figure 1. a) J–V characteristics of n–i–p and p–i–n solar cells after preparation, determined under 1 sun illumination. b) VOC evolution during a time span
of 202 days for both types of devices. The postannealing procedure (heating to 320 K for several hours and cooling down back to 300 K) is indicated by the
red arrows. As reference, the VOC development for an n–i–p device without heat treatment is shown, demonstrating that the voltage improvement is less
than for the heated cells.
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j ¼ j0 ⋅ e
qðV�jRseriesÞ

nidkT � 1
� �

þ V � jRseries

Rshunt
(1)

The influence of the shunt and series resistances and how they
alter in time and due to heating is outlined in more detail in
Figure S4, Supporting Information. Initial data about the altering
recombination processes can now be retrieved by examining the
exponential part of the dark J–V curves with focus on the dark
saturation current j0 and the ideality factor nid. Details on the gen-
eral relationships between ideality factor and the dominant
recombination processes are provided in the literature.[10,35,38]

The values of j0 and nid from the two studied devices are shown
in Figure 2c,d and show a noticeable and apparently linked
reduction within the studied time span. It is obvious that the
changes in dark saturation current and ideality factor, due to time
and annealing, are in line with the observed improvements in
VOC, confirming that the recombination dynamics are changing
very beneficially in both devices upon the temporal and thermal
annealing. For the n–i–p cell, nid decreases from 1.73 to 1.53,
while the p–i–n device exhibits reduction from 2.30 to 1.69.

We here note that although we try to account for the parasitic
resistances in our determination of the ideality factor, we
acknowledge that the earliest data are still partially elevated by
the very low shunt resistance, which, however, disappeared after
the heating step. Prior to the heating step, the shunt resistance
does, furthermore, not appear to be fully ohmic for the p–i–n cell,
likely augmenting the perceived hefty value of 2.3.

In the case of a solar cell operating in the pursued radiative
limit, where all recombination originates from pure radiative
band-to-band transitions, the ideality factor equals unity and
the dark saturation current j0¼ j0,Rad, embodying a parameter
that can be determined from reciprocity relations as conducted
previously.[11] The radiative recombination current can also be
directly measured in absolute terms, and stands as the ultimate
recombination reference of a fully optimized solar cell. For the
n–i–p device, we have in Figure 3 thus replotted the data together
with the measured radiative recombination reference curve, as
the sought-after comparison toward which the dark J–V curve
should strive. By comparing the dark J–V curves to the radiative
recombination curve, we can clearly see how the annealing and
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Figure 2. a,b) Dark J–V (forward scans) fitted with the generalized Shockley equation for the two cells as they develop in time and with heating. c,d) The
corresponding Shockley diode recombination parameters for the two devices (from both forward and reverse scans). A continuous and linked reduction
of the dark saturation current ( j0) and the ideality factor is confirmed and analyzed further in Figure 3. The ideality factor was additionally determined with
complementary methods unaffected by series resistance, as outlined in Figure S5, Supporting Information and included as stars in (c) and (d).
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time reduce the nonradiative recombination such that we are
approaching, but by no means reaching, the radiative limit.
The ratio of the radiative recombination to the total recombina-
tion represents the radiative efficiency,[11] in the case of injection;
electroluminescence efficiency EQEEL. The determined EQEEL
for both devices after postannealing is shown in Figure S5b
and S6, Supporting Information. At an injection current which
corresponds to jSC at 1 sun (and therefore a charge carrier density
under realistic operating conditions), the solar cells show a high
radiative efficiency of around 1%, which increases up to 1.8% for
a higher driving voltage of 1.5 V. These numbers are comparable
with the highest efficiencies reported so far of 1% for a quadruple
cation perovskite (containing Rb, Cs, MA, FA, I, and Br),[14] 7%
for FA0.92MA0.08PbI3

[39] and 8% for MAPbI3.
[21]

The most significant feature of Figure 3, associated with the
simultaneous and linked reduction of j0 and nid, is, however, the
identification of their common origin. By extrapolating the expo-
nential parts of the dark J–V curves and the radiative recombi-
nation current curve toward higher voltages and currents, a
common intersecting point can be identified. Mathematically,
this corresponds to factorizing the constituents[40] of the dark sat-
uration current j0, allowing us to rewrite the dark Shockley diode
equation

jðVÞ ¼ j0 ⋅ e
qV

nidkT ¼ j00 ⋅ e
qV�EA
nidkT (2)

in terms of the activation energy for recombination EA as well as
a prefactor j00. At a voltage value corresponding to EA, for this
material and device �1.60 eV, we can forthright and perhaps
unsurprisingly conclude that the relevant activation energy
indeed equals the bandgap energy, EA¼ EGap. Accordingly, this

parameter is not changing during the temporal and thermal
annealing. Acknowledging this fact, we proceed by conducting
a global fitting of all measured dark J–V curves with
Equation (2), wherein we lock the value of EA to EG¼ 1.60 eV,
share the j00 prefactor, and allow only the slope, i.e., the ideality
factor to alter independently (the data presented in Figure 2c).
The intersecting point thus allows us to estimate the single joint
value on the ordinate axis, namely, the j00 value. j00 corresponds
to the fictional recombination current that would flow in a device,
should the maximum allowed density of states (DOS) be filled.[40]

j00,Rad likewise corresponds to the radiative current that would
flow in the device, should the DOS be filled. Unlike j00, the value
of j00,Rad can be directly estimated from detailed balance theory.
Its value must be related to the product of the DOS and the
known radiative rate constant according to

j00,Rad ¼ q ⋅ d ⋅ kRad ⋅ NCNV (3)

where d is the film thickness and q the elementary charge (con-
verting volume rates into current densities), kRad the radiative
rate constant, and NV and NC are the valence and conduction
bands DOS, respectively. From Figure 3 we can in fact settle that
for these studied perovskite devices, j00 and j00,Rad entails essen-
tially similar values. We note that this is in strong contrast to
organic solar cells, where a difference of several magnitudes
between j00 and j00,Rad was observed,[40] demonstrating that
organic and (these) perovskite photovoltaic devices are limited
by very different nonradiative recombination mechanisms.
The prevailing difference in radiative and nonradiative recombi-
nation currents seen in organic solar cell even at carrier densities
approaching a filled DOS supports that the nonradiative recom-
bination in those materials indeed has an intrinsic[41] origin. This
is apparently not the case for the perovskite devices studied
herein, as j00 and j00,Rad are almost identical. The observation
of the increased VOC obviously has its sole origin in the increased
slope (decreased nid) of the dark J–V curve, causing an ensuing
exponentially reduced value of the dark saturation current j0.
Such simultaneous decrease in j0 and nid, without any observable
alteration of neither activation energy nor DOS, must thus be
correlated with extrinsic properties, usually in the form of deep
defects. The observed reduced recombination rate upon time and
heating therefore most likely has its origin in a reduced concen-
tration of bulk defects, or a reduction of their corresponding cap-
ture cross section. In any case, this is the first sign that
nonradiative SRH recombination is efficiently decreased by
the introduced postannealing procedure. (A similar analysis
would partly also apply to the p–i–n cell data, yet due to the
increasing amount of hysteresis, and more fluctuating shapes
of the dark J–V curves, it would be less definite as for the here
presented n–i–p cell.)

To extend the analysis of the reduced charge carrier recombi-
nation processes, we further evaluated the devices with transient
optoelectrical techniques, namely, transient photovoltage (TPV)
and charge extraction (CE) to determine the charge carrier life-
time at each corresponding charge carrier density. In CE, the
photovoltaic device is held at open-circuit voltage conditions
under constant illumination. A fast (nanosecond) switch is then
used to turn off the light and rapidly switch the device to short-
circuit conditions. The resulting current pulse from the cell is
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Figure 3. The dark J–V curves of the n–i–p cell now together with the exter-
nal radiative recombination current (black thick dashed), as measured via
absolute electroluminescence flux. The dark J–V curves are fitted (dashed
thin lines) with a global data fitting routine, according to Equation (2),
where only the ideality factor is an allowed free fit parameter for each curve.
The bandgap was locked at 1.60 eV and the j00 value set as joint fit param-
eter with an obtained value of 4.24� 106 Am�2 with a standard deviation
of only 2%. This high confidence level ascertains that the falling dark satu-
ration current ( j0) is thus a mere consequence of the decreasing ideality
factor. We highlight that j00 and j00,Rad (obtained by extrapolating the radi-
ative curve) are very close to each other.
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then integrated and normalized to the volume of the film to
obtain the effective charge carrier density n at the preceding
VOC condition. Repeating the experiment for a large range of illu-
mination intensities allows us to plot the calculated carrier den-
sities over the corresponding voltages, as shown in Figure 4.
We note that under higher illumination conditions, the solar
cells are slightly heated up by the used LED, even though the
measurements were performed in a closed cycle helium cryostat.
To account for this extra heating we calculated and used instead
the isothermal open-circuit voltages on the x-axis according to the
method outlined before.[35,42]

Filled circles summarize the CE measurements performed
under illumination intensities in the range of 10�5 up to 3 suns,
and the dashed lines correspond to measurements in the dark.
The latter are performed to determine the amount of charge car-
riers associated with the geometric capacitance of the electrodes.
Here, the charge carriers stored on the electrodes are extracted by
applying a small negative bias without illumination prior to
switching to short-circuit conditions. The reverse bias condition
prevents diode carrier injection, but is assumed to generate an
identical geometric capacitance as under (the illuminated) for-
ward bias condition. Under illumination, both bulk carriers
and capacitive carriers are measured. We can see that both devi-
ces show a transition from a shallow to a steeper slope at around
1.05 V. At lower voltages, only minor differences between the
illuminated and dark measurements can be observed, while at
higher voltages the light induces a substantial increase in charge
carrier density. In line with previous studies,[35,43] we conclude
that mostly capacitive charge carriers rule these measurements at
lower voltages. For the p–i–n solar cell, the similarity between the
geometric capacitance and the charge carrier density obtained
under illumination (VOC≤ 1.05 V) is pointing toward a pure geo-
metric capacitance origin. In contrast, a small but discernable
voltage-dependent offset is identified in the n–i–p cell at voltages
below 1.05 V, which results from an additional type of capacitive

contribution. These charges probably have their origin in some
form of depletion-layer capacitance in the film, as already pro-
posed for perovskite solar cells under certain conditions.[44] It
is therefore important to note that even though the same trans-
port layers have been used and the perovskite layer was prepared
in the same evaporation run, the two devices show quite different
capacitive characteristics. The postannealing procedure does,
however, not at all influence the voltage dependence of the capac-
itive charge carriers (low voltages). This is contrary to the high
voltage regime, where charge carriers from the bulk dominate
the dynamics.[35,43] Here, a pronounced difference in the
extracted amount of charge carriers can be confirmed, clearly
pointing toward significantly modified recombination kinetics
by the postannealing procedure.

To best probe these altered kinetics, the charge carrier life-
times must be evaluated at each measured carrier density, and
we thus use TPV to pursue this goal. Then, the solar cells are
illuminated with the same illumination intensity that was used
for CE. After reaching a steady-state open-circuit voltage (usually
within a millisecond timescale in these devices) from the LED
light, additional charge carriers are now generated by a 80 ps
short laser pulse. The decay of this additionally (small perturba-
tion) created photovoltage ΔVOC is subsequently fitted with an
exponential decay to determine the small perturbation carrier
lifetime. The technique of TPV has been widely used to study
thin-film devices such as organic or perovskite photovoltaics,
yet there are several reports about the limitations that this mea-
surement method entails. It has, e.g., been suggested that spa-
tially inhomogenous charge carrier distributions[45] (especially at
low illumination intensities) induced by thin layers and/or dop-
ing can lead to an overestimation of carrier lifetimes and to an
unrealistic high recombination order.[46] Such capacitive limita-
tions due to electrodes or the depletion layer of a junction can
dominate the measured voltage decay lifetimes, making it diffi-
cult to interpret the charge carrier lifetime correctly.[43,47]

(b)(a)

Figure 4. Charge carrier density from CE plotted versus the open-circuit voltage for the a) n–i–p and b) p–i–n devices before (blue/orange filled circles)
and after (red filled circles) annealing. In both types of devices, a clear transition from a shallow slope at low voltages (VOC≤ 1.05 V) to a steeper slope at
higher light intensities can be observed. Dashed lines represent extracted charge carrier density from geometric capacitance measured by CE in the dark.
While the low-voltage part of the extracted carrier densities for the p–i–n device almost coincides with the geometric capacitance values, a notable voltage-
dependent offset is observed for the n–i–p cell.
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Trapping and release of charge carriers in shallow trap distribu-
tions can, however, also prolong the lifetime in a similar fashion,
as proposed by Du et al.[48] To reduce any capacitance complica-
tions, the active layer thickness of the herein studied devices is
manufactured with a thickness exceeding 800 nm, significantly
higher than most devices, such that the assumption of a homo-
genously distributed excess carrier concentration (important to
also calculate the previously discussed charge carrier densities
correctly) gets more justified. To compare the change in carrier
dynamics induced by the postannealing, we analyze how the life-
time scales with carrier density (rather than voltage) as shown in
Figure 5 for both devices, together with the limit from the geo-
metric capacitance.

In both kinds of solar cells, the measured lifetimes are close to
the capacitive limit for densities below 4� 1021 m�3 (capacitive
regime in gray identified with the dashed lines in Figure 4).
Here, the postannealing process does not influence the capacitive
discharging “lifetimes,” whereas the true bulk carrier lifetimes,
probed above 4� 1021 m�3, are noticeably increased. In the
capacitive regime, the “lifetimes” scales very steeply with carrier
density, while the slope gets much shallower for concentrations
above 4� 1021 m�3. As already discussed in previous works,
this slope only represents a useful indicator of the dominant
carrier recombination mechanism if bulk charge carriers are
exclusively measured.[35,43] Comparing the two curves in
Figure 5a (the n–i–p cell) in this relevant regime (above
4� 1021 m�3), the effect of the postannealing treatment can
be clearly identified, as not only overall longer lifetimes are mea-
sured, but also a steeper slope can be identified.

The increased slope, confirming a transition from an almost
carrier density independent lifetime, to a density dependent one,
thus allows us to conclude that the postannealing process indeed
increases the dominant recombination order, clearly at least in
the n–i–p device. This is expected, if fast first-order SRH

recombination centers have been passivated and are further in
line with the observed reduction of nid in Figure 2. The transient
optoelectrical analysis directly proves that the reason for the
increase in VOC (see Figure 1b) in both devices has its origin
in an improved carrier lifetime and an associated reduced recom-
bination rate. Our measured lifetimes are further in good agree-
ment with calculations from Pazos-Outoón et al., confirming that
a SRH lifetime of around 800 ns should yield an open-circuit volt-
age of around 1.19 V with MAPbI3 as an active layer material
under 1 sun illumination conditions.[49] The measured lifetimes
are among the highest carrier lifetimes reported so far for pure
iodide-based perovskite solar cells, raising the hope that further
improvements should be within reach as SRH lifetimes exceed-
ing 10 μs will increase VOC substantially closer toward the radia-
tive limit.[13]

As outlined earlier, perovskites are in contemporary literature
described as being limited by both SRH trap-assisted recombina-
tion and surface recombination. Here, we have experimentally
already shown that the simultaneous reduction of both the dark
saturation current and the ideality factor strongly indicates pri-
marily a reduction of SHR bulk recombination, demonstrating
that this was the dominant loss, at least prior to annealing. If
the cells would initially have been mostly limited by surface
recombination, and the annealing reduced this limitation, we
would indeed expect an increased lifetime and a reduction of
j0, but not expect to see an increase in the recombination order
and a reduction of the ideality factor. Yet, as surface recombina-
tion is recurrently suggested as a dominant limiting factor in
many high-performance solar cells, we would thus now like to
dig a bit deeper into these aspects. To elucidate the altered recom-
bination dynamics a bit further, we now aim to simulate the
impact of the annealing on the dark diode characteristics with
a drift-diffusion model. We start by studying the J–V character-
istics where the overall recombination is comparatively small,

(a) (b)

Figure 5. Charge carrier lifetimes as determined from single exponential fits plotted over the charge carrier density for the a) n–i–p and b) p–i–n device.
Dashed lines correspond to the capacitive discharging time, which was calculated as previously reported.[43] At lower charge carrier densities
(≤4� 1021 m�3), the measured data originate from the recombination of spatially separated capacitive charge carriers, while relevant bulk carrier
dynamics can be detected at higher densities. Charge carriers from the bulk demonstrate that postannealing leads to a higher carrier lifetime
at the same density, which accordingly results in an improved open-circuit voltage under operating conditions (cf., Figure 1b).
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and then increase the rate of a single suspected culprit at a time,
such that the direct influence of individual recombination mech-
anisms can be monitored independently. Therefore, we have
chosen the experimentally measured J–V curve of the 22-day
aged n–i–p device as a starting point, and fitted it with a newly
developed drift-diffusion model[50] that accounts for radiative,
SRH bulk, and surface recombination with the parameters
shown in Table S1, Supporting Information. Then, from this best
performing curve, we choose to increase the recombination rate
associated with either bulk SRH or surface recombination, which
thus allows us to, independently, visualize the different impacts
of these two loss processes. (We note that we in the simulations
always have to assume a very low level of incident background
light responsible for generating the nonzero VOC observable
in these “dark” measurements.) The results are shown in
Figure 6, where increased surface recombination velocity ν
and reduced bulk SRH lifetime τ show fundamentally different
impact on the dark J–V curve.

As shown in Figure 6a, increased surface recombination leads
to divergent slopes, rendering increasing values of j00, and is
therefore certainly not in agreement with the experimental find-
ings shown in Figure 3. However, if only the bulk SHR lifetime is
changed (as shown in Figure 6b), the J–V curves still point to a
common j00 when extrapolated to a voltage corresponding to the
bandgap energy, in very good agreement to what was observed in
the real devices during aging/heating.

Finally, the structural origin of the suggested reduced SRH
rates induced by the thermal postannealing process will be
discussed in the context of the current literature. A plausible
explanation could be found in the induced changes by the tetrag-
onal–cubic phase transition, which occurs at approximately
310–338 K and therefore in the range of the postannealing tem-
perature of 320 K.[51–53] However, it has been indicated for
MAPbI3 that no abrupt optical changes seem to take place across
this phase transition, but only that the ion activation energy
decreases (at approximately 318 K) which is probably not relevant
for the herein observed phenomena.[54] This is in line with
another report,[53] where the solar cell performance has been

studied in the temperature range of 298–343 K. It was found that
the phase transition did not lead to any discontinuity in device
performance, indicating that optoelectronic properties are largely
insensitive to this particular phase transition. Interestingly, some
devices in mentioned study also showed an improvement in VOC

after heating and cooling back, which the authors, however, did
not pay attention to. These prior observations lead us to the con-
clusion that the phase transition is probably not the origin of the
performance improvements.

Recently, Tsai et al. showed how light-induced lattice expan-
sion can help to improve the PCE and in particular the VOC

of MAPbI3 and mixed perovskites.[55] It was suggested that a
decrease in the energetic barrier near the perovskite interfaces
and the reduction of nonradiative recombination both in the bulk
and at the interfaces are the reason for the observed device
improvements. This is in line with other reports,[56] where the
impact of crystal strain on recombination dynamics has been
studied, demonstrating that strain-free films and devices are
associated with reduced defect concentrations. This coincides
with the work by Nishimura et al., where the effect of lattice
strain on Sn-based perovskite solar cells was investigated by
substituting different cations.[57] They found a strong correlation
between strain and the device efficiency and concluded that
strain-free devices provide the highest PCE (and VOC). Local
strain inhomogeneities could very well be linked with energetic
potential wells or active recombination centers that forms already
during device preparation. This is supported by that the volumet-
ric expansion coefficient αV for MAPbI3 is significantly higher
compared with other thin-film solar cell materials such as
CIGS or CdTe as reported by Jacobsson et al.[51] and a higher
expansion coefficient increases the probability of removing crys-
tal strain if the temperature is increased. Recently, Lohmann and
coworkers studied the effect of different substrate temperatures
during coevaporation on the performance of vacuum deposited
MAPbI3 solar cells.[58] By varying the temperature from 271 to
296 K, a strong correlation with the PCE was found, demonstrat-
ing that a higher substrate temperature indeed improves the
device, which supports the herein presented findings.

(a) (b)

Figure 6. Dark J–V curves simulated with the parameters obtained by fitting the measured reverse dark J–V of the 22 days aged n–i–p device. In panel
a) we increased the surface recombination velocity ν and kept the other fitted values constant. In panel b) we kept the surface recombination velocity
constant and allowed instead only a reduction of bulk SRH lifetimes τ. Although both cases render faster total recombination, it is evident that the altering
of SRH lifetimes in panel b) is in best agreement with the experimental result observed in Figure 3.
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We therefore argue that the release of strain, upon heating the
perovskite film, effectively seems to passivate bulk defects
induced by perovskite lattice discontinuities, thus reducing the
SRH recombination rates. Our work underlines that further
research on perovskite PV does not exclusively have to focus
on optimizing material combinations and preparation routes,
but also on simple postprocessing methods such as illumination
with light,[21,55] treatment of the perovskite surface with other
solutions,[59] or postannealing in solvent atmosphere.[60]

3. Conclusion

We herein evaluate the effect of device temporal and thermal
annealing of planar coevaporated n–i–p and p–i–n perovskite
solar cells. We show that the open-circuit voltage can be
improved from 1110mV to more than 1180mV by storing the
devices in a nitrogen-filled glove box and annealing to 320 K
and cooling back to 300 K again. Current–voltage characteristics
in the dark revealed a considerable increase in the shunt resis-
tance, proving that leakage currents were reduced by up two
orders of magnitude. The J–V curves are primarily analyzed with
respect to the dark saturation current and ideality factor, which
show a linked and simultaneous reduction, pointing toward
decreased SRH recombination losses. Stability measurements
over more than half a year and MPP tracking confirmed that
the increase in performance was also a permanent feature.
Recombination dynamics is investigated in more detail by the
transient optoelectrical techniques TPV and CE, allowing us to
demonstrate that the charge carrier lifetime increases with post-
annealing, which is an indication of a reduced amount of traps or
their capture cross section. To ascertain our assignment of
reduced SRH recombination, we further model our devices with
drift-diffusion simulations, and conclude that our experimental
observations are indeed only compatible with such losses, as
opposed to reduced surface recombination. Our conducted
measurements and simulations show that nonradiative recombi-
nation certainly is being reduced in time. In addition, it would,
however, also have been justified to fully monitor how the radia-
tive recombination (or absorptance or EQE tails) developed dur-
ing the time study, to further probe to what possible extent these
properties could have altered. Reduction of radiative recombina-
tion would, however, have been expected to mostly shift the
curves in Figure 3, and not to alter their slopes. This figure thus
therefore points toward a mainly unaltered radiative recombina-
tion with its constant effective EG and j00, but direct EQE tail
measurements would have better certified this. We therefore pro-
pose this as a motivated future study on the topic. A high radia-
tive efficiency of more than 1% was nonetheless determined
from electroluminescence measurements, showing that the set
of improved devices is quite competitive with the most efficient
multication perovskite PVs reported so far. Finally, possible
structural reasons, such as a temperature-induced release of
strain in the perovskite film, are suggested as a plausible origin
for the observed phenomena. It is therefore proposed that future
works on perovskite solar cells should consider postannealing
steps after preparation or control the substrate temperature dur-
ing manufacturing to reduce in operando recombination losses.

4. Experimental Section
Device preparations, measurement routines, and simulation condi-

tions are specified in detail in the Supporting Information.

Supporting Information
Supporting Information is available from the Wiley Online Library or from
the author.
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